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AMERICAN FANTASY
by David Bratman
The illustrious editors of this distinguished journal have asked me to write a few words on the subject
of American fantasy, the special focus of both this
issue and the upcoming Mythcon XIX. This is not as
easy at it may sound. Sure, any fantasy written by an
American is, in the literal sense, "American fantasy",
but finding a goose in Canada doesn't make it a
~ Canadian goose. Or to put it another way, is there
anything distinctive about the fantasy that's written
by Americans?
The most distinctive thing about American fantasy is that, to look at the country, you wouldn't think
there'd beanyatall.America
is, after all, "the country
where pragmatism became a philosophy and
'normalcy' a point offaith", in the words of Brian Attebery. Americans are the people whom Ursula K. Le
Guin accused of being "afraid of dragons." I once
gave a speech touting the imagination-stretching
benefits of fantasy and science fiction to an audience
of businessmen. When it was over, one man asked my
opinion of C.S. Lewis, which was encouraging; but
another wanted to know where to find the time to
read fiction. My best suggestion was that he keep a
book in the car for browsing through while stuck in
one of the traffic jams that this country is so famous
for.
But this go-getter, no daydreaming,
no "nonsense" element in the American character is precisely
the most distinctive thing about American fantasy
when it appears. And it's highly pervasive. Start with
perhaps the most obvious example, A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court by Mark Twain. The
whole point of the joke of this quite amusing, but very
unromantic book (the movie is quite another matter)
is that the narrator is a perfect American stereotype.
He has no time for the staid, medieval, European ways
of Arthur's court, and (another American trait) nearly destroys the place while trying to save it. Twain gets
a lot of humorous mileage out of this conflict between the romantic, dreamy Old World ways and the
cynical, businesslike American practices.
So does James Branch Cabell, although he's more
subtle about it than Twain. Most of Cabell's fantasy
takes place in the kingdom of Poictesme, a pictureperfect medieval principality, except that the perfection keeps being undermined byCabell'scynicismand
satire. In Cabell you will learn that men are boobies
and that beautiful princesses lose their appeal, which
are not exactly the notions you'll pick up from, say,
William Morris. And there's a distinct difference in
style between the humor of Cabell and the pointed
remarks in lord Dunsany's miniatures Cabell's most
famous hero, Jurgen, rises to very lofty heights of

eminence indeed by merely a few clever tugs on his
own bootstraps and the right go-getter attitude.
These American personality traits keep showing
up in the heroes of our fantasy books, even today. Ursu I a K. Le Guin's Earthsea is not an especially
American place, but her hero, Ged, is a classic
American type: a lone traveler through the remote
regions of his country, a practical man of few words
and simple tastes. Patricia A. McKillip's characters
have a brisk, practical air that carries them nicely
through the ornate plots they find themselves in. Indeed, an American attitude seems to be a prerequisite
in any quest fantasy that aims at being more than a
few meanderings. Perhaps that's why the heroes of so
many British fantasies are children: British adults
have lost the taste for wild exploring that children
have in abundance, so the children get the fantasies.
When they grow up, though, it's another story: "The
lady Susan is no longer a friend of Narnia."
Twain and Cabell milk the contrast between their
characters with an American flair and their settings
without it for humor, but it's certainly possible to invent an imaginary world setting with just as much
American flavor to it as any of the authors I've mentioned so far have done with their characters. The perfect example of this is l. Frank Baum's Oz. Some
scholars have gotten considerable mileage out of arguing that Oz's geography or politics are simply those
of turn-of-the- century America transformed into
fantasy terms. Although in one sense Oz is America,
in another sense only an American could tell the difference. To us, the "fields we know" in, say, a Grimm's
fairy tale, full of woodcutters and wicked stepmothers, is just as quaint and odd as any of the magic,
but the shock when one leaves the sparseness of Kansas and enters the prodigality of Oz is palpable.
Even without the scholars' hidden analogs, there
is something so distinctively American about Oz that
the books often leave European readers stratching
their heads in confusion. This distinctive element is
easily identified. As a fantasy, Oz is completely
mechanical -- but not in the disparaging sense that
critics normally use that word! Instead, I mean that
Oz is a fantasy about mechanics. Its spirit is that of
American technology. Tip building Jack Pumpkinhead out of sticks is just as much an American tinkerer
as Thomas Edison making a light bulb or a
phonograph. Critters like Jack nestled all over the
place, and weird, jerky plots that depend on applying
the principles of magic with remorseless logic are the
essence of the Oz books. There is not a trace in them
of the English tradition of magic as a fuzzy and insubstantial thing, so beloved of those of us who pine after
dragons and unicorns. (But for all that such people
may feel themselves alienated from their country,
there is nothing more purely American than the attempt a few years ago of a counter-culture group to
build a unicorn by fusing together the horns of a baby
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goat.)

L. Frank Baum's apostolic successors are a whole
line of American children's fantasists whose books are
as remorselessly logical as his, and are sometimes
even set in the modern U.S. Half Magic by Edward
Eager was one of my favorite books as a child (and still
is). Four children living in mundane old Toledo, Ohio,
in the 1920s, liven up the town when they discover an
ancient magical talisman that's so old and worn out
that it only grants exactly half of what you wish for.
Of course, part of what makes this premise so much
fun is the contrast between the coin's remorseless
arithmetic and its ability as a magical object to do absolutely anything. Take the logic one step further and
explain how the magic works and you're in science fiction, an entire genre built mostly by Americans -- or
more precisely in its sub-genre of science fantasy,
which has yielded classics from Poul Anderson's
humorous Three Hearts and Three Lions to Marion
Zimmer Bradley's serious Darkover books
Oz is firmly in the trad.uoo of American rnythol-
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ogy Jack Pumpkinhead, for instance, should remind
you just a little of Washington Irving's "Legend of
Sleepy Hollow". American mythology, though, is a
tricky subject Europeans might say -- indeed, have
said --that there is no such thing. Steeped in their own
traditions of thousands of years, they find America
too young a country to have developed its own
mythology. But though it takes time, it is happening,
and even an immature mythology is a rich source for
fantasy.
Allow me a brief digression into another field of
art, music. In the late 19th century composers all over
Europe were developing nationalistic musical styles,
often based on their own countries' folk songs One
of the best of these was a Czech named Antonin
Dvorak, and when he came to the U.S. to teach in the
1890s he gave some advice to American composers
who wanted to do the same thing Do what I did, he
said; use your country's distinctive folk traditions as
inspiration. So these composers, who were mostly
WASPs from Boston, bethought themselves
of
America's most distinctive folks, the Indians (and also the Blacks}, and began
writing Minnehaha Suites and slavespiritual laments Not surprisingly, these
pieces didn't work very well and were
soon forgotten The cultures of Indians
and Blacks were just too remote for a
white American to enter into. (Dvorak's
own American works have lasted much
better, but they're a traveller's
tales
rather than American nationalist music.}
But soon enough there developed native American music forms that the
majority culture could appreciate fully
Cowboy songs already existed; then came
jazz (a truly racially integrated music) and
later rock. Classical concert music using
these as inspiration has been written with
much more success, by people like Aaron
Copland and Philip Glass, and not long
ago I heard an excellent piece based on an
Iroquois chant.
Something similar has happened
with fantasy. The few retellmqs of lndiar.
legends dating from before the middle of
this century are mostly either academ.c or
condescending. But American fantasrsts
of European ancestry have learned to do
two things. One is not to be afraid of their
own cultural legends and traditions
Some may say that "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" isn't a folk-tale because we
know it was written by Washington Irving. But even European folk-tales were
invented by somebody; the only differences are that we don't know who, and that
the stories were polished by many retell·

ings before being written down. One of our best native legends, that of Paul Bunyan the lumberjack, was
invented whole cloth out of a few stray strands by the
advertising agent for a lumber company. A more
purely American way to make a folk tale cannot possibly be imagined. Our stories had the polishing hand
of conscious literary artists, and in any case may still
be retold afterbeing written down .. And so we get
books like Manly Wade Wellman's Who Fears the
Devil?, and others which either are or could be based
on folk-tales of the American countryside. Or, from a
slightly different angle, Orson Scott Card's Seventh
· Son, a nominee for the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award
·this year, which rests on the author's knowledge of
early 19th-century pioneer folk magic.
Then too, Americans are an urban people, who
live in the modern world instead of always hearkening back to a distant past, and so there is the burgeoning sub-genre of Contemporary Urban Fantasy.
Though most of its authors ·· Diana L. Paxson and
Emma Bull, to name two ·• are American, it's somehow ironically appropriate that the two Charleses
who between them define the field should both be
foreigners. The pioneer urban fantasist, Charles Williams, was an Englishman, but he was also a Londoner, unlike Lewis and Tolkien who were used to
small towns and the countryside. And the foremost
current practitioner is a Canadian, Charles de Lint,
who treats his own city of Ottawa with care and a
sense of wonder.

The other thing that American fantasists have
begun to do is to integrate the other American traditions with their own. This is part of the achievement
of Ursula K. Le Guin's Always Coming Home, a book
whose praises I seem never to tire of singing. Though
it is set in the future, and its people's ethnic ancestry
unspecified, their culture was clearly inspired by
those of the American Indians, which the author has,
for her purpows, entirely assimilated. There's certainly a lot more that can be done in this direction-- in particular, a few more words from the members of these
other cultures themselves·· but a start is being made
And so we have American fantasy, a thriving
American industry with excellent prospects for
growth. May you enjoy it.
(Note: Many of the ideas in this article were inspired
by The Fantasy Tradition in American Literature by
Brian Attebery (Indiana University Press), to date the
definitive work on the subject, a book of insight and
wit which I recommend highly·· dsb)

David Bratman is the editor of Mythprint, the
monthly newsletter of the Mythopoeic Society, and
the chairman of Mythcon XIX, this summer in
Berkeley. He has also served for many years on the
Council of Stewards, the Society's board of directors.

FAMILY
by Mary Ann Hodge

•Hey! Don't throw that out!" Tony protested, fishing a tattered magazine out of the trash. ·1 haven't
finished reading it yet.·
·So what's it doing in the fridge?" I asked crossly. Cleaning out the refrigerator is a depressing job
at best, even when you don't have to dodge your
brother's science fiction collection. -Why don't you
keep it on a booksheH ~ke a normal person?"
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Tony polished an apple on his sleeve and loftily
replied that there were some concepts too complex
for the feminine mind to grasp.
"Mmph," I said in my simple feminine way. "Go
play in another galaxy, will you?"
Tony ignored the suggestion, and began to rummage through the fridge. "You haven't tossed my
science project have you?" He peered into a plastic
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